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C-ZiP LOCK SPEED :  DAS368S
C-ZiP LOCK XTREM :  DAS368X

1. Description du produit / Product description

Roues en acier, roulements à billes, carter en aluminium // Steel wheels, ball bearings, aluminium housing

C-ZiP LOCK

Selon la norme EN17109 : 2020 / In accordance with EN17109 : 2020 standard

DCM type A / MCD category A
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C-O 20 cm

C-O 35 cm

C-O 45 cm

Zone d’appui pour la main
Support area for the hand

Roues & paliers interchangeables
Interchangeable wheels & bearings

Facile à mettre & à retirer du câble
Easy to put on & to remove from the cable

Noeud en
tête d’alouette

Girth hitch knot

Anneau de
montagne C-0

Climbing sling C-0

Connecteurs
Connectors

Câble acier 12mm ≤ Ø ≤ 13 mm
Steel cable 12mm ≤ Ø ≤ 13mm

C-ZiP LOCK 
SPEED OK OK OK OK OK

C-ZiP LOCK 
XTREM NO OK OK OK OK

X

Longueur de l’anneau de montagne
Length of the climbing sling

X

Diamètre de butée (en plastique) de fin 
de tyrolienne / Diameter of the (plastic)
zipline stop

Ø Intérieur max : 16mm
Ø interior max : 16 mm

Compatibilité
Compatibility

Poids max de l’utilisateur : 120kg!

STOP

400mmax

Longueur maximum de la tyrolienne
Maximum length zipline

Lmax - 40cm ≤ X ≤ Lmin - 10cm 

Lmin

Lmax

Supports pour connecteurs
Connector holders

C-ZiP LOCK XTREMC-ZiP LOCK SPEED
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2. Traçabilité et marquage / Traceability and marking

1

3.3 Verrouiller le DCM sur la ligne de vie / Lock the mobile connection device on a lifeline

OU 
OR

3.1 Installation sur baudrier
Installation on harness

3. Utilisation / Use

3.2 Stockage sur harnais
Storage on harness

C-HOLDER C-TWO
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Marquage / Marking Nomenclature / Parts list
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3.4 Manoeuvres interdites / Forbidden maneuvers

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

119 10

3. Utilisation / Use

Température d'utilisation
Operating temperature

Précautions d'usage
Precautions for use

Nettoyage / Cleaning

Séchage / DryingStockage - Transport
Storage - Transport

Modification - Réparation
Modification - Repair

50°C
-10°C

5. Informations complémentaires / Complementary information

1

6

2

4

3

5

4. Informations exploitant / Operator information

4.1 Aménagements & recommandations
Arrangements & recommendations

1 1 2

4.2 Contrôle du produit
Checking the product

3

8

3.5 Briefing
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1. Product description
This product is a Mobile Connection Device (MCD) category A designed to prevent falls 
from height for aerial leisure activities (High rope adventure parks) as per directive 
EN17109:2020. This product is not designed for continuous belaying. The C-ZiP LOCK 
model XTREM allows storing the connectors on the MCD during a zipline. The C-ZiP LOCK 
MCD is available in two version : C-ZiP LOCK SPEED is recommended for ziplines not 
exceeding 300M. For zipline longer than 300m, it is recommended to use the C-ZiP LOCK 
XTREM, its integrated connector holders will preserve the connectors by avoiding friction 
on the zipline cable.
This equipment is a MCD for zipline designed for one user only. Max user weight : 120kg. 
The product weights : DAS368S = 480g; DAS368X= 490g. Can be used with galvanized 
steel cable with a diameter of 12 to 13mm type 7x19 steel core. Do not use this product 
on any other type of lifeline.
The DAS368X version is compatible with traditional carabiners thanks to connectors holders. 
The CLiC-iT 21 connector is not compatible with the DAS368X version.

2. Traceability and markings
Meaning of the markings
Reference of the directives / Name and address of the PPE designer :
Marking
1. Manufacturer / Brand name
2. Compliance with regulation PPE 2016/425. The CE declaration of conformity is available 
     on www.clic-it.eu
3. Individual identification number of the product
4. Compliance with regulation EN17109:2020
5. Number of the certifying body :

APAVE SUDEUROPE SAS
CS60193- 13322 Marseille Cedex 16 France

     Notified body involved in the CE type examination and in charge of equipment certification: 
     APAVE SUDEUROPE SAS (0082)
6. Carefully read the notice before using the product
7. Minimum and maximum diameter allowed by the MCD
8.   20 kN : Direction of use and static resistance of the product, guaranteed at the time of 
production and validated during the CE check
9. DAS368S or DAS368X : Product reference
Parts list
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I.

3. Use
3.1 Installation on harness
1. Feed the loop through the sit hamess belay point
2. Feed the MCD through the lanyard loop
3. Pull on the lanyard in order to form the lark’s head
The lanyard connecting the MCD to the harness must comply with EN17109:2020
For further fastening configurations, a prior validation must be asked and delivered by 
SARL DEHONDT before use.
3.2 Storage on harness
In order to carry the C-ZiP LOCK MCD throughout the height leisure activity without injury 
or damage to the product, we recommend the use of the C-HOLDER or the C-TWO.
3.3 Lock the MCD on a lifeline
1. Press the latch to open the MCD
2. Push the opened MCD on the lifeline without forcing. Make sure that nothing interferes 
    with or blocks the automatic closing
3. Release the finger, your MCD is now closed and locked
    Caution : The MCD offers maximum resistance in the long axis only when the finger is 
    closed. Do not load the MCD in any other way, this is dangerous.
4. To limit friction on the lifeline during zipline, place the connectors in front of the MCD 
    or on the connector holders of the C-ZiP LOCK XTREM
3.4 Forbidden manoeuvres
Neglecting the basic operational rules may lead to a defect of the product causing inju-
ries to the user. If an operational defect occurs, the product should be checked imme-
diately. Contact the manufacturer in case of improper operation.
1. For the C-ZiP LOCK XTREM, do not attach only one of the two connectors to the bracket
2. Do not let the MCD fall or hang down
3. During the zipline, ensure that the participant does not hit the ground or the platform
4. Don’t place your hand between the lifeline and the MCD
5. Make sure that there are never two people on the zipline at the same time. The MCD is 
    designed to be used on slopes of 3,5% maximum. Do not use it beyond that to avoid a 
    high speed collision with an obstacle or a person
6. Do not place the connectors on the back of the MCD
7. Do not place your hands or fingers on the lifeline during zipline descents, risk of pinching
    or injury
8. Be careful not to get your hair caught in the MCD, we recommend you properly tie your hair

9. Do not use the MCD if the connectors are not correctly positioned and locked on the 
    connector holders (C-ZiP LOCK XTREM)
10. Do not hit the MCD on an obstacle or on the cable
11. Do not use a shackle
12. Do not lock the MCD on something else than a lifeline
3.5 Briefings
1. Carry the equipment on the harness with the equipment carrier C-TWO (Ref : DAS046) 
     or C-HOLDER (Ref : DAS355)
2. Let the users handle C-ZiP LOCK on the ground (on a taut cable) before starting the
    course

4. Operator informations
4.1 Arrangements & recommandations
Precautions : The various components of the safety line should be in compliance with the 
European safety standards (CE), and should be used with full knowledge of their ope-
rational limitations. Compatibility of this product with the other safety elements should be 
checked. To minimize the risk of falling, redundancy of safety is necessary.
This product is not fitted with shock absorption or fall arrest system. Its use on Via Ferratas 
is forbidden.
1. During a zipline, if the user can’t reach the MCD to put their hands on it, he might pull on 
    the CLiC-iT lanyards to direct himself. This causes premature wear and tear of the equipment.   
     In that case, we recommend using a pulley with no direct contact of the connectors with 
    the safety cable : the C-ZiP LOCK XTREM.
2. On ziplines, the MCD lanyard should be much shorter than the CLiC-iT lanyard.
    To avoid the risk of injury, make sure to position the C-ZiP LOCK away from the face.
4.2 Checking the product
In order to avoid any unclipping from the lifeline, due to a mechanical malfunction of 
the belay system, it is essential to conduct a daily check of the equipment. Before each 
use, inspect the general condition of the MCD and if it works properly. In particular, it is 
important to check that :
1. The latch correctly opens and locked when we release the finger
2. The wheels rotate freely
3. There is no deformation, cracking, corrosion wear or tear
4.3 Storage
Store and transport in a ventilated, cool and dry place, away from direct light. Avoid unne-
cessary exposure to UV light. Store material vertically to remove humidity.

5. Further informations
1. Operating temperature
The use and storage temperature range should be between - 10 and +50°C. Outside this 
temperature range, the product resistance could be affected.
2. Precautions for use
Avoid any rubbing on abrasive or sharp areas which may damage the product. Avoid 
contact with chemical products.
3. Cleaning the MCD
Clean with a soft brush. Do not use water.
4. Storage and transport
Store and transport in a cool and dry place, away from direct light. Avoid unnecessary 
exposure to UV light. Store in a ventilated space.
5. Maintenance - Modification – Repair
This product must be thorouglhly checked annually by a qualified professional with a prior 
written certification from SARL DEHONDT. It is forbidden to modify or repair this product 
yourself without prior training and written authorisation from SARL DEHONDT.
6. Drying
Any damp equipment should be dried in a dry and ventilated area away from direct heat 
sources. Damp equipment, or which has frozen up, may not operate properly.
Life expectancy
The life expectancy corresponds to the storage time before use + time in use.
Storage time : in proper storage conditions, this product may be stored for 5 years before 
first use without affecting its lifetime in use.
Storage and aging due to use of the product may reduce its strength.
Lifetime in use : 10 years maximum. Safety checks determine if the product should be 
scrapped or repaired.
A product should be scrapped or repaired in case of :
- Important wear in the area in contact with the anchor cable
- Failure to open or lock the MCD
- If the product has been in contact with chemical or dangerous agents
- The full history of use of the product is unkown
In case of fall or important damage, the product should be pulled out immediately and 
sent back to the manufacturer for detailed inspection and possible repair. An incident 
report for the manufacturer should be attached to the product.
Guarantee
This product is guaranteed for 2 years against any defects in materials or production. 
Are excluded from the guarantee: normal wear, modifications and alterations, incorrect 
storage or maintenance, damage due to accidents, negligence or improper use. The gua-
rantee is void in case of :
- Resale or transfer to a third party without prior written agreement from the manufacturer 
- Use of spare parts not supplied by the manufacturer
Responsability
DEHONDT SARL is not liable for direct, indirect, accidental or any other consequences 
occurring or due to the use of its products. DEHONDT SARL waives any responsibility if 

CAUTION
The activities involving the use of this product are dangerous by nature. 

These user’s instructions contain important information.
Before using this product, these instructions should be read and clearly understood.

The instructions should be kept with the product during its whole lifetime. Images are non contractual.
Read carefully the accessories user’s instructions.

EN

Screw
Plate
Latch
Spring
Two bearing wheel
Two bearing wheel axis
Nut
C-ZiP LOCK XTREM connector holder
Rivet
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the storage, transport, use, control, maintenance and cleaning instructions are not met.
If this product is resold as new in another country, the present notice should be translated 
in the language of the country of destination.
Important information
Performance during technical inspections: Static resistance of the product: > 20 kN
Protection Class: 3. Risk of fatal fall.
Warning
When installing the product in your adventure park, you should ensure, in areas where there 
is a risk of fall from heights, that the users can not fit the MCD to another object than the 
lifeline itself.
The various cases of wrong use shown in this notice are not exhaustive. There are many 
other possible wrong uses which can not be listed here.
This product is exclusively designed for leisure activities at heights. This product is not in-
tended to limit, in itself, the deceleration of the fall of the user, as defined in the EN 15567-1 
standard (6g maximum). The lanyard connecting the DCM to the harness must be adjusted 
so that the fall height des not exceed 0.4 meters as defined in the EN 15567-1 standard.
For this requirement, the complete safety line, installation and fixation must be taken into 
account.
If this product is used in combination with other safety products, the user should carefully 
read the notice before use. The individual safety features of a product may be modified 
when this product is combined with another product.
Use only components ans spare parts supplied by SARL DEHONDT.
Learning the specific techniques and competencies is required to use this product. This 
product should only be used by competent persons, or the user should be supervised by 
a competent person.
Non compliance with these rules may lead to serious or fatal injuries.
The owners of this product is responsible for their own actions and decisions, as well as 
transmitting these recommendations to third parties.

6. Caution
The pratice of activities at height and the use of personal protective equipment carry in-
herent risks, regardless of the safety equipment being used. Falls of any kind can lead to 
serious injury or death.
Among other risks, neck entrapment, a trauma to the larynx and finger pinching are risks 
inherent to this activity.
There are many factors that have to be taken into consideration and contribute to raising 
or lowering the risk of neck entrapment, including but not limited to the following :
Hardware : Design of the park, PPE
Operation : Fitting PPE to participant, training of the staff, briefing, supervision, quality of 
rescue / evacuation.
Fitting of PPE to the participant
The correct harness and lanyard length must be chosen individually to fit each participant 
correctly.
Harness must be put on properly and double checked.
Adjustments to the harness leg loops are necessary to prevent the harness clip-in point from 
sliding upwards in the case of a fall. This harness rise should be taken into consideration and 
planned for.
The user should be instructed on proper harness fit and to ask a guide if something feels 
wrong. It should be forbidden for participants to put on the harness on their own.
Training of the staff
All staff members must be aware of their responsibilities in order to establish a safe environ-
ment. They must be properly trained in assist and rescue techniques as well as in briefing and 
coaching methods.
All staff must receive professional training regularly in which all information for the proper ope-
ration of the park is conveyed.
Assessments of the staffs ability to perform competent rescue procedures and conduct proper 
and complete guest briefings must be done on a regular basis.
The Awareness of all involved risks throughout the park must be raised within your instructor 
and rescue team. The staff must know all possible dangers associated with using life safety 
systems and how different components interact with each other.
A helpful and supportive attitude towards the guests is important.
Briefing
The instructions must be passed on to each user on how to use all the equipment and practice 
handling it on the ground before climbing. Awareness of all risks must be raised.
The user should be encouraged to push the lanyard forward him/her on the cable so that the 
lanyard stays in the front of the body and the user’s head remains away from the MCD.
Carabiners should only be attached to the designated lifelines.
Supervision
The staff team must be vigilant, have taken part in the training process and is required to have 
experience in supervising the course.
Good supervision covering all parts of the course must be ensured.
The rescue team must be prepared and capable of reacting quickly in case of emergency and 
have good and fast access to all parts of the course. All instructors should carry a system or 
device for lifting, not just rescuers or rescue teams.
Participants who faced difficulties during the briefing must be given additional attention and 
helped, verbally or physically, if needed.
Participants should not be left alone on a course.
Enhanced supervision must be in place where the participants are faced with special circums-
tances (zipline, Tarzan swing, etc).
Please note
The list of recommendations stated here above is only to be used as a general guideline to 
limit the risks involved with the practice in the adventure parks. This guideline is by no means 
exhaustive. It should be taken into consideration and validated by park builders and operators 
and shall continuously be expanded in accordance with feedback and experiences.
It is the responsibility of all involved parties to minimize the inherent risks involved with climbing 
and using personal protective equipment, including but not limited to following all instructions 
and guidelines, ensuring a safe park design, a thorough briefing for users, the compatibility 
between all products, the correct use of the safety equipment and by providing appropriate 
training and sufficient qualified staff and life safety personnel to oversee the operation (this list 
is not exhaustive with the practice of the ropes course).
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C-ZiP SPEED

Poids : 530g / Weight : 530g

Câble / cable
Ø10 à / to Ø12,7

Réa inox
Steel wheels

400m max

C-ZiP AIR

Poids : 465g / Weight : 465g

Câble / cable
Ø10 à / to Ø12

Réa plastique
Plastic wheels

200m max

X

Reference C-ZiP SPEED :  DAS185-L*
Reference C-ZiP AIR :  DAS185N-L*
*L = longueur de l’anneau C-0
* L = length of the sling C-0

Longueur de l’anneau de montagne/l’élingue
Length of the climbing sling/sewn sling

Lmax - 40cm ≤ X ≤ Lmin - 10cm 

Lmin

8 
cm

C-0 20cm

C-0 35cm

C-0 45cm

18
 c

m
33

 c
m

43
 c

m

Zone d’appui pour la main
Support area for the hand

Roues et paliers
interchangeables

Interchangeable wheels
and bearings

Facile à mettre et
à retirer du câble
Easy to put on and to 

remove from the cable

Noeud en tête d’alouette
Girth hitch knot

Anneau de montagne C-0
Climbing sling C-0

Connecteurs / Connectors

Lmax

Diamètre de butée (en plastique)
de fin de tyrolienne / Diameter
of the (plastic) zipline stop

Ø Intérieur max : 16mm
Ø interior max : 16 mm

C-1 55cm

53
 c

m

Poids max de l’utilisateur : 120kg!

C-ZiP SPEED / C-ZiP AIR

Informations générales / General information
C-ZiP n’est pas un E.P.I. A utiliser impérativement avec un E.P.I / C-ZiP is not a P.P.E. Use imperatively with a P.P.E
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Utilisation / Use

Position des connecteurs
Position of the connectors

Manoeuvres interdites / Forbidden maneuvers

??

ou
or

Sens du noeud en tête 
d’alouette
Direction of the girth hitch 
knot

Recommandation / Recommendation 

X
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X

Reference :  DAS180-L*
*L = longueur de l’anneau C-0
* L = length of the sling C-0

Informations générales / General information
C-ZiP n’est pas un E.P.I. A utiliser impérativement avec un E.P.I / C-ZiP is not a P.P.E. Use imperatively with a P.P.E

Longueur de l’anneau de montagne
Length of the climbing sling

Lmax - 40cm ≤ X ≤ Lmin - 10cm 

Lmin

8 
cm

C-0 20cm

C-0 35cm

C-0 45cm

18
 c

m
33

 c
m

43
 c

m
Zone d’appui pour la main
Support area for the hand

Roues et paliers
interchangeables
Interchangeable wheels
and bearings

Facile à mettre et
à retirer du câble
Easy to put on and to 
remove from the cable

Noeud en tête d’alouette
Girth hitch knot

Anneau de
montagne C-0

Climbing sling C-0

Connecteurs / Connectors

Lmax

Diamètre de butée (en plastique) de 
fin de tyrolienne / Diameter of the 
(plastic) zipline stop

Ø Intérieur max : 16mm
Ø interior max : 16 mm

Compatibilité
Compatibility

Roues en acier, roulements à billes, carter en aluminium forgé, poids 407g
Steel wheels, ball bearings, forged aluminium housing, weight 407g

Câble acier Ø 10 - 12,7 mm
Steel cable Ø 3/8’’ - 1/2’’

Poids max de l’utilisateur : 120kg!

400m max

Longueur maximum de la tyrolienne
Maximum length zipline

C-ZiP XTREM
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Utilisation / Use

Départ tyrolienne
Zipline start

Arrivée tyrolienne
Zipline arrival

Egalement accepté
Also accepted

Manoeuvres interdites / Forbidden maneuvers

??

Sens du noeud en tête 
d’alouette
Direction of the girth hitch knot


